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The Drachma Sign. Document N1946 “Addition of the drachma sign to the UCS” was prepared by me
on behalf of ELOT.
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This document proposes the addition of a Greek currency sign to the UCS, and presents the
proposal summary form.
Greece has proposed the addition of the DRACHMA SIGN to ISO/IEC 8859-7 in one of the empty
positions (xA5 or 10/05). The creation of the EURO SIGN has necessitated the creation of a unique
DRACHMA SIGN for use in banking, administration, and for general purposes in Greece and
countries trading with Greece both inside and outside the the European Union, especially during the
transitional period when both the drachma and the euro are in use.
The DRACHMA SIGN is a glyph with a stylized capital delta together with a small rho.

It contained a glyph made in Everson Mono on the basis of a glyph which had been provided to me.
That glyph consisted of a small Greek rho and a character encoded in Wingdings at U+F0D0, named
internally “leafccwne”, which I interpret as “leaf counter-clockwise north-east”. The image I had from
ELOT is given on the left, the Wingdings character in the centre, and the glyph currently used in the code
charts.



₯

There is no evidence at all that the glyph currently used in the code charts has ever been used in Greece
for any purpose. Had it been, ELOT would probably not have given me a glyph using a dingbat. Nick
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Nicholas wrote about this, noting that Greek price-tags had made uses of a Drachma sign (see
www.tlg.uci.edu/~opoudjis/unicode/ligatures.html). He suggested that the glyph be changed: “if we're
going to have the codepoint, the price tag ligature has the advantage of having existed within living
memory.”

I recommend that the chart glyph be changed from ₯ to:

₿
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